
WHO IS SPECHOUSE? 
 
Born in Sacramento, CA, Lamontt 'SPECHOUSE' Blackshire never knew he 
wanted to do music growing up. One summer in McClatchy High School, 
SPECHOUSE got in so much trouble, that his mom put him on restriction from 
everything he loved (which was pretty much video games and going outside). 
The only thing he could do was tinker with his little sister's Casio keyboard. 

When SPECHOUSE returned to School as a senior, he could play piano and was 
writing and producing songs. Upon graduating, he went to Sacramento State 
College. While there, he directed the Sacramento State Gospel Choir and began 
recording his first album. 

HOW SPECHOUSE GOT STARTED 

SPECHOUSE's first release 'The Committee', went #1 for 4 weeks on 2 FM 
stations, won multiple awards, and gained him tour spots with Mary-Mary, John 
P.Kee, Kurt Carr, and more. 

After 2 years in college, SPECHOUSE acquired an internship at Hitworks 
recording studio and a mentorship with legendary 'Digital D' (2pac, Digital 
Underground, Raphael Sadiq). Digital taught SPECHOUSE how to go from 
making beats to making records. 

After working on gangster records for 5 years (Keak Da Sneak, Jay-Z, 50 Cent, 
E-40, etc.), SPECHOUSE realized he could no longer serve two masters and 
walked away from the secular music scene, his production deal, and his club 
band. He would give his entire career to God, changing his name from 'Super 
Spectak' to S.P.E.C. (Sole Purpose Edifying Christ). 

THE ROAD TO SUCCESS 

Since that move of faith, SPECHOUSE has toured with FLAME, KB, V. Rose, 
This'l, Da TRUTH, and many more.  Seen on stages from SXSW to CreationFest 
East and West. 

 
In recent years, SPECHOUSE has converted his experience in media production 
into a thriving boutique record label and artist development company. He’s taken 
such acts as Flame and V. Rose from amazingly talented artists with a local buzz 
to worldwide-touring, billboard-charting phenomenons. 
 
All of this while still maintaining a roster of a list of clients that SPECHOUSE is 
able to produce anywhere in the world. Using the digital technology, 
SPECHOUSE can upload and download files anywhere, hold studio sessions 
through Skype, produce on a plane using digital production consuls and Digital 
VST‘s to create a virtual studio on his laptop, and even offered tour support to his 
artists via Square and Uber.  
 



Last year, SPECHOUSE was invited to speak at the CUFI Convention, the 
largest Israel awareness organization in the world. He was brought in to discuss 
digital media marketing. SPECHOUSE recorded a music video while in Israel 
and was made aware that it was the first urban music video ever recorded in the 
country. SPECHOUSE is going back to head up a 12- person artist and tech 
crew to record an album and five music videos in Israel in 2018.  
 
SPECHOUSE has transitioned from just producing music into being an influencer 
and consultant to multiple companies concerning millennials and digital media. In 
2017, he was invited to the White House to attend a reception for influential 
African-American people in America today. 
 

ADVICE FOR NEWCOMERS 

 
SPECHOUSE’s soapbox has always been mentoring. He says that everywhere 
that he has ever been is because of a great mentor. Whether it was Tupac’s 
Producer, Digital, or Al Hollingsworth, a Christian businessman in Los Angeles, 
SPECHOUSE owes all of his accomplishments to some type mentorship.  
 
“A person does not have enough time in his life to learn every thing he needs to 
know to be overwhelmingly successful, so at some point, he will have to get 
advice in the import of an expert who already has put in those years to learn the 
lessons.” 
 
Stay humble, work hard to achieve someone else’s vision, contribute talent and 
positivity. This is the currency that is traded for great mentoring opportunities. 
 
SPECHOUSE will be releasing his first book in fall of 2018 entitled, A Letter to 
Bookie -based on an industry advisory letter that he wrote to his son who is an 
aspiring artist. This book will give industry advice to a current generation from a 
father’s perspective to his son. It’s extremely personal and provides information 
that protects the artist. 

 

 

 
 


